Flatlined 2: Resuscitated

Kai never imagined that her life would
spiral so far out of control. After several
misdiagnoses and slumping into a deep
depression, she is finally diagnosed with
Lupus. After losing her husband in the
midst of it all a revelation occurs in the
form of her own personal mantra: I have
Lupus, Lupus doesnt have me! Determined
not to let her children see her roll over
without a fight, Kai strives to create and
accomplish new dreams and goals. Some
that shed never before considered,
including a new career and a refined
outlook on love. However, none of this
comes without a few more unexpected
bumps in the road. Through her quest to
achieve the happily-ever-after shes always
wanted, will Kai succumb to the stress
from her health issues, new professional
life, and personal situations, or will she rise
to the occasion defying what so many
others view sick as being?
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